straining at those machines. Machines that would kill them if not managed.
Machines that ploughed and dug, cut, piled and tore, ground and hound
if you mastered them—or killed you if you didn't—hut gaily painted just
the same. Machines all in some way dangerous, all rusting in vital spots
and, oil and oiling notwithstanding, at some time or other all—damned!
Scrap!
Such is the amazing, endless category of parts, every one necessary to
the stupendous complex whole into which a boy on the farm is thrown—-
to survive if he can.
Thus the encounter with the Cow, the Sow, the hen! served by the
humbled horse—and himself. Meantime, yes already all imposed upon
by fascinating machines. The matter helped by them—perhaps. Who
really knows? But the time is coming when man must know or perish.
PEACE! BEAUTY! SATISFACTION! REST!
The divine discontent of the Creative Spirit made havoc with all that,
then and there—as things were. And as they are now. Anyone might have
seen this and have avoided it if he could. But the boy didn't know. No one
warned him.
He was unsuspecting.
So fearlessly did this human item live the life of the imagination in all
he did.
Sometimes when the day had been too hard, too tired to sleep he would
get out of bed, sweaty jeans pulled on, rolled above his knees, and barefoot
and bareheaded slowly climb the path up the hill behind the house. Climb
to the long, quiet ridge that ran to the north high in the moonlight, orna-
mented here and there with scattered hazel-brush and trees. Climbing to
wander and look forward and imagine, enjoy waking dreams in a high
place.
Going over that ridge later in life, many times, he would wonder how
a barefoot boy could safely take that stony way in daylight not to speak of
moonlight.
On either side of the ridge lay fertile valleys luminously bathed and
gentled by the moon. The different trees all made their special kinds of
pattern when the moon shone on them and their favourite deep-dark
silhouettes when it shone against them. The flowers had no colour, but
their cups and corollas glistening with dew were like pallid gems. The
barefoot's feet and legs were wet with the cool freshness of the dews fallen
in the long grasses. Broad, shallow mists, distilled from the heavy dews,
floating in cool, broad sheets below were lying free over the tree-tops in
long, thin, flat ribands. All would be quiet except for the drowsy singing
undertone of summer insects. The ancient element of moisture seemed
to prevail there as a kind of light flooding all. The deep shadows held
mysteries alluring and friendly.
There was no haste now.
He could listen to music religiously as though it were the last strain he
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